
6, Attention and Suggestion
1. Before using, clear the wiring principle and control intentions
2. Make sure the volt is correct and stable
3. The power must be off when do. the Installation, make sure the installation is firm and
smooth,.make sure it Is grounded safely
4. Choose the professional oil, not low quality oil, or it will be easy to cause jam
5. Check If the fasteners is loose and if the cable is damaged periodically, make sure it is
safe
6. If the machine isn't working, don't, do the maintenance by yourself ,it must be done .by
professional person

7, Maintenance
1. working 40 hours, please change the liquid to fresh water 0.5L, Clear the inner tube
2. Change to fresh liquid after the machine didn't work for long time
3. If the smoke become smaller, please
1)Turn off the power, let the machine cool .
2)Remove the nozzle, and then connect the machine to the power, led the machine
spray without nozzle for 2, minutes to clear the impurities inside

3) Clear the nozzle and install again, the smoke will be the same as normal,
4) If the spraying liquid . Is water , not till, check if the thermostat Is out of control The
normal way Is replacing thermostat or heater core

5) Any other problem else, please contact supplier or professional person

FOGGER



1.Before You Begin

Manual Usage
expressly prohibits the usage,copy, storage, distribution, modification, or printing of
this-manual) or its content for any other purpose without Its written consent

Disclaimer
believes that the information contained in this manual is accurate in all
Respects However, assumes no responsibility ft)r any error or omissions in this
document.reserves the right to revise this document and to make changes from
time to time the content hereof without obilgation of to notify any person or
company of such revision or changes. This .does riot constitute In any Way a
commitment by to make such changes, may issue a revision of this. manual or a
New edition of it to incorporate such changes.

What Is Included
One Polaris machine
One Power plug (US market)
User Manual
Remote controller
Wire controller

Unpacking Instructions
immediately upon receiving this product, carefully unpack and check the container.
Make sure you have received all the parts indicated above and all the parts are in
good condition.

Chinns
If the container or the material inside the container appear damaged from shipping, or
show signs of mishandling, notify the carrier immediately, not upon receipt.
failure to do so in a timely manner may Invalidate.your claim with the carrier
In addition, keep the container arid all the packing material for inspection

2. Introduction
Thank you so much to choose this product, prior to use. We suggest that you carefully
read all of.the Instructions- By following the suggestions found in this manual, you can
look forward to exceptional performance from your smoke machine for years to come
Please follow these operation, Safety and maintenance instructions to ensure along and
safe life for your fog machine

2.Technical parameters:
Voltage: AC110V 120V 220V 230V /60Hz
Power:
Capacity:
Control Mode: Manual/Remote control, Temperature control protection
Preheating time: minutes Spraying distance: m
Unpacking and Inspection
1,Op the shipping carton and check that all equipment necessary, to operate the system
has to use until arrived intact.
2,Before beginning initial setup of |he machine, make suns-that there is no evident
damage caused by transportation
3,In the event that the units housing or cable Is damaged, do not plug in and do not
Attempt to use it until after contacting your dealer for assistance

4.Setup
1, Connect the machine to the power, tum on the switch on the back, the machine begin to
heat
2. When the green indicator on the controller is on, the machine can begin, to work, press
the red button to spray Smoke
3, Don”t spray the smoke directly to human body
4.Check if the. oil his enough always, or it will cause problem easily
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